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Print Paperback Best Sellers
THIS
WEEK

Paperback Trade Fiction

WEEKS
ON LIST

THIS
WEEK

Trade Fiction Extended

11

THE SHACK, by William P. Young. (Windblown Media)

12

ON THE CLOCK, by Tim Enochs and Bruce Tollner. (Morgan
James)

13

IN A DARK, DARK WOOD, by Ruth Ware. (Scout Press)

14

DIARY OF AN OXYGEN THIEF, by Anonymous. (Gallery Books)

15

ISLAND OF GLASS, by Nora Roberts. (Berkley)

1

A DOG’S PURPOSE, by W. Bruce Cameron. (Forge) From stray
mutt to golden-haired puppy, a dog finds himself reincarnated
over the years as he searches for his purpose in life.

23

2

A MAN CALLED OVE, by Fredrik Backman. (Washington Square)
An angry old curmudgeon gets new next-door neighbors, and
things are about to change for all of them.

55

3

MILK AND HONEY, by Rupi Kaur. (Andrews McMeel) A collection
of poetry about love, loss, trauma and healing.

40

4

THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN, by Paula Hawkins. (Riverhead) A
psychological thriller set in the environs of London is full of
complications and betrayals. The basis for the movie.

27

5

THE GAMES, by James Patterson and Mark Sullivan. (Grand
Central) In Rio, clients of Jack Morgan, head of the Private
international security firm, are disappearing and bodies are
turning up in the streets.

2

6

SILENCE, by Shusaku Endo. (Picador) Two 17th-century Jesuit
priests travel to Japan, where feudal rulers are hostile to their
religion. First published in 1969 and the basis for the movie.

1

7

THE ALCHEMIST, by Paulo Coelho. (HarperOne/HarperCollins) A
Spanish shepherd boy ventures to Egypt in search of treasure and
his destiny.

8*

MY GRANDMOTHER ASKED ME TO TELL YOU SHE’S SORRY,
by Fredrik Backman. (Washington Square) A girl is instructed to
deliver a series of letters after her grandmother dies.

39

9

FIFTY SHADES DARKER, by E. L. James. (Vintage) Daunted by
Christian’s dark secrets, Anastasia ends their relationship — but
desire still dominates her every thought.

111

10

BIG LITTLE LIES, by Liane Moriarty. (Berkley) A death at an
elementary school’s trivia night reveals the rivalries among the
parents and raises questions of murder.

423

14

Rankings reflect sales, for the week ending January 14, at many thousands of venues where a wide range of general interest books are sold nationwide. These include hundreds of independent book retailers (statistically weighted to represent all such outlets); national, regional and local chains; online and multimedia entertainment retailers; university, gift, supermarket, discount department stores and newsstands. An asterisk (*) indicates that a book’s sales are barely distinguishable from those of the book above. A dagger (†) indicates that some
bookstores report receiving bulk orders. Among those categories not actively tracked are: perennial sellers; required classroom reading; text, reference and test preparation guides;
journals and workbooks; calorie counters; shopping guides; comics and crossword puzzles. Expanded rankings are available on the Web: nytimes.com/books.

